NOTES:
1. LEAK TEST: 80 PSI, NO BUBBLES 20 SECONDS MINIMUM.
2. HYPOT 630 VDC 500 MEGOHMS .01 SEC MINIMUM, WIRE TO WIRE.
3. WIRE POSITIONS ARE APPROXIMATE, & COLOR POSITIONS MAY VARY.

ITEM  QTY  PART#  DESCRIPTION
5  A/R  PAVE-Seal 150  EPOXY BLACK
4  9.2"  EE12 FEP RED  WIRE 12FEP TYPE K
3  9.2"  EE12 FEP WHT  WIRE 12FEP TYPE K
2  9.2"  EE12 FEP BLUE  WIRE 12FEP TYPE K
1  1  12-8RB-S  HOUSING PT12-PS

PT12-PS-150-3-TEE12-4-4